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As line spins off the reel of life, the
years weave a crazy quilt pattern. And
it is strange how the seemingly great
things become small and the small
things become great. Ralph Bandini.

April Program—Dr. James Lichatowich
Dr. James Lichatowich’s new book, "Salmon, People
and Place: A Biologist's Search for Salmon Recovery" was profiled in a recent article in the Eugene Register Guard at http://registerguard.com/rg/sports/
outdoors/31322705-80/fish-salmon-lichatowichhatcheries-river.html.csp . His presentation to the club
this month will be a combination of readings out of his
new book and discussion of issues in salmon management including hatcheries. This should make for a
lively discussion, as even within our club there are various viewpoints. Following is an outline of his background:
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U. S. Marine Corps 1959 – 1963, Oregon State University, BS and MS degrees in Fisheries Science

Calendar:

Jim Lichatowich has worked on Pacific salmon issues as
a researcher, manager, and scientific advisor for 44
years. He specializes in the history of salmon management and the life history and status of salmon and steelhead populations and the development of restoration
plans in the Pacific Northwest. Jim was formerly the
Chief of Fisheries Research and Assistant Chief of Fisheries for the State of Oregon. He served ten years on the
Independent Scientific Advisory Board for the Columbia
River salmon restoration program. (Continued on p. 3)

 April 3rd: Board Meeting
 April 21st: General Meeting with presentation
by Dr. Jim Lichatowich

The Board of Directors meets on the first
Wednesday from 7-9p in the Market of Choice Conference Room, unless announced otherwise.
The General Membership Meeting is held on the
3rd Monday from 6 to 9p at Lewis and Clark Catering next to the Mercedes dealership on MLK.
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“Prez Sez” — by Bruce Anderson
to say, Jim Williams stepped
up to its stand in obligation in
his position as President-Elect.
So --- I am AWWL instead of
AWOL, and both Edie and I
very much appreciate the opportunity we are having for the
family trip of a lifetime.

Aloha, folks, from the
place where the weather is
always --- well almost always
--perfect! Palm Villas Condos, Mauna Lani, Kona
coast, Big Island of Hawaii.
Before you reply, "AWOL
and quitter," please hear my
defense which has to hold up
for a few more weeks. When
I accepted the PresidentElect position last November,
I told the Board that my wife
and I had reservations for six
weeks, with tickets purchased, for a 50th Wedding
Anniversary trip to Hawaii for
ourselves, our two daughters
and their families at different
times (one in March and one
in April). Thus I would miss
the March and April club
meetings and the April Board
meeting. So, to take on the
job I would need some help.
My absence indicates that
the Board accepted that condition and, I am very thankful

Enough for mia culpa. I have been regularly
watching the Oregon weather
report and weather radar and
realizing that back home things
have been awfully wet. Good
time for the film Noah to have
its debut, I guess! Now I know
from experience that Jessie
and Arlen won't let a little thing
like record rainfall stop their
search for our finned friends,
but I am suspecting that most
of the rest of you are watching
March Madness rather than
practicing it. Although I brought
at least minimal fly fishing
gear, and salt water flies, I
have so far been searching in
vain for a knowledgeable Kona
coast native to help
me at least try to
catch a fish in Hawaiian waters. Meanwhile, Edie and I
have been snorkling
a lot, often just floating with Hawaiian
green back turtles.
And today, while preparing to stand on an
underwater lava outcropping, to rest after
several minutes of
floating in 15 +/- feet
of water, I changed

My little Eel friend
my plans when a Moray Eel
popped its head out a foot below my fins. I guess there are
some downsides to paradise!
Mahalo nui loa for
your understanding and support for my current "rough" duty assignment. And, as I know
you do, I hope to see some
more successful and current
Oregon fishing experience pictures (like Arlen's masterpiece
redsides photo) circulated by
club members before my return.
Bruce Anderson, President
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April Program
(Continued fm P. 1)
He served four years on the
State of Oregon's Independent
Multidisciplinary Science Team.
He has served on four independent scientific review panels
for the California Bay-Delta Authority. Jim has worked with organizations such as the Oregon
Business Council, Bonneville
Power Administration, Oregon
Trout, Native Fish Society, The
North Umpqua Foundation,
EcoTrust, Portland General
Electric, The Wilderness Society, Pacific Rivers Council, Trout
Unlimited, and the Jamestown
S’kallam Tribe.
He is the author of two books,
the award-winning, “Salmon
without Rivers: A History of the
Pacific Salmon Crisis” and
“Salmon, People and Place: A
biologists search for salmon recovery”.

(Note: There was an ad on
page 2 of the same RG edition
for a screening of the industry
produced , pro-hatchery film
"Hatchery and Wild". More info
is at
www.hatcheryandwild.com/ )

Stevie Brehm, Program Chair

OUTINGS SCHEDULE—Robert
Dusine
May 14-18th - Deschutes River Salmon fly hatch, Multi day,
Bob Howell & Mike Brinkley,
fishmasters
June - Town Run for Summer
Steelhead, Day trip, Gary
McKenney, fishmaster
July 11-13th - Umpqua Bass,
Multi day, Mark Rauch fishmaster
July/August - East Lake, Gail
Campbell & Robert Dusine
fishmasters
September - Gold Lake, Multi day, B.O.D fishmasters
September 26-28th - Kalama
Cup on the Upper Umqua with
the Evergreen WA club. Multi
day, Everyone fishmasters.
The Deschutes River
Salmonfly outing has been
scheduled for May 14-18th and
the group will be camping at
the Trout Creek campground.
You may wade the river in the
general vicinity or float down
river or across the river for less
crowds and better access.
Mike Brinkley and Bob Howell
will be the fishmasters so give
them a call or e-mail them for
more info. There will also be a
sign-up sheet at the next general meeting. Reminder: You
will need a permit to fish
across the river on the reservation. They can be purchased online or in Madras.
Don’t even think of fishing
there with out one!

The Town Run for summer
run steelhead will be held on
a Saturday in June. Gary
McKenney will show us how
its done right here in town...
you don’t even have to get up
way early and drive for 2
hours….how cool is that!
Wade or float, he has a plan
for all.

Keep in mind all outing dates
are tentative and may be revised once the actual conditions are known. We will keep
in touch with the general
membership through the
Google Group and by phone
with the members who have
signed up for the outing when
each of the outings draw near.
You may sign up for an outing
by e-mailing me or the fishmaster or at the meeting with
the sign up sheet that will be
passed around.
There are still a few opportunities available to you to show
your support and give back to
our club by volunteering to
fishmaster an outing or if you
wish to sponsor an outing not
listed please give me a call or
e-mail me……

Robert Dusine, Outings
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TROUT STUDY REPORT & River
Investigation—Arlen Thomason
Our McKenzie River Trout
Study Google Group has been
quiet for a while, since the suspension of the Trout Study last
fall. I'm hoping that we can
bring some life back to it.
As you know, the study will not
be conducted this year. However, as we related a couple of
months ago, we still plan to
have the review meeting to go
over last year's data in April.
You will hear more about that
soon.
In the meantime, I have a request and a proposal to make.
Even though we won't be engaging in a quantitative population analysis via tagging this
year, I think we can still gather
some useful fishing information. Over the course of the
last four years, since the discontinuance of hatchery planting in this section, we have
seen the fish number estimates going up. We have also
seen the fishing improve, first
with smaller fish, and then larger ones. Last year was a banner one for fishing in that section, with good numbers of
larger fish and several that
broke the 20-inch mark.
Will it continue this year? I'm
proposing that we find out. I
plan to fish the Study Section
as often as I can, and I hope

each of you will too. So that
we can keep track of the
amount of fishing effort and
the results, I'm requesting
that each of us fish that section whenever possible, and
report the results to the rest
of the group. Reporting via
this Google Group is the best
option, but if you don't want
to do that, you can email
your report to me so I can
compile the records and
share them later with everyone.
If possible, keep written records of each fish and your
best estimate of its size. We
won't have the metal ODFW
measuring trays, so either
guesstimate or, like I do, use
marks on your rods. If you
don't keep a written record,
then just give us your best
recollection of results when
you get home.
That's it. Share your results,
and see how everyone else
is doing, compared to previous years.

year, managing to catch the
last day of fine weather (high
74 degrees). River level was
a bit higher than I like (2.5 ft
at Vida), but not bad, and water temperature at 1 pm was
46 degrees. In other words, it
was great!
Besides fishing, my goal was
to check out the braided section upstream of the canal
outlet where it changes every
winter--sometimes making
boating a challenge. I took my
small one-person pontoon,
because it can usually get
through or around any problem spots.
Launched at 11:50 am.
Skipped fairly quickly through
the first couple of miles, wanting to get down to some favorite areas for the hoped-for
March Brown hatch. Luck was
with me. Below a big riffle I
started seeing an MB or two
on the water, and then a rise

I'll get us started.

FISHING REPORT FOR
MONDAY, MARCH 24
On Monday I got out on the
river for the first time this

15 Incher
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TROUT STUDY REPORT & River
Investigation—Arlen Thomason
over on the right, at
about 1:30. I pulled over and
started wading and casting dry
flies to occasionally-rising fish.
They turned out to be players.
I stayed at this spot for about
45 min. There never was a
wide-open feeding frenzy. You
could easily have passed by
and thought that nothing was
happening. But in the space of
that time, I landed 5 more fish,
not a one under 11", and lost
several more. Besides the 15incher, another one went 17".
Most notably, I broke my personal McKenzie redside record by 0.5" when one whopper
came in at 20.5", as measured
by marks on my rod. (My arm
is still sore from fighting that
one on my 4-wt.) Unfortunately I had walked too far from
the boat to retrieve my camera. So no picture of that fish
(remember, fishermen lie
about size--researchers don't),
but I'll show you the fly that
caught it.

sometimes get (usually not until
early April), but a lot of them
nevertheless. Eventually I saw
fish coming up to them occasionally. But I stuck with the two
flies above, which continued to
draw strikes.

Thanks and tip of the hat to
Steve Brehm for turning me
on to this fly, a type of hackle stacker, last year. Since
then I've used it a lot, and it
seems to be particularly
good at bringing up fish that
Finding a few willing fish here, a
are not actively rising. On
Monday that fly took the big- few there as I moved downriver,
gest fish and several others. by the end I had landed 11 fish
by my count, none under 10",
But in my two-fly setup, the most in the 12-14" range; includsmaller trailing emerger pat- ing 2 cutthroats. I lost a big one
tern--another hackle stacker right above the takeout at 5 pm,
variant--attracted the larger and probably another half dozen
share of the action. It hangs at other spots. Plenty of action
mostly below the film, and is overall to keep me happy.
hard to see without the largFinally, a word about the braided
er fly to serve as a nearby
stretch above the canal outlet.
visual marker.
As expected, it has changed a
lot since last fall. There is now
only one reasonable choice of
channels, the middle one. Actually, you will now perceive it as
the only channel. The entrance
to last year's river right channel
has been obliterated.

March Brown emerger
Size 16

Size 12 Hacker Stacker Fly
that caught the biggie

Throughout the day I had
noticed a few small Grannom (aka Mother's Day)
caddisflies hatching, and as
the day wore on, more and
more showed up. Not the
blizzard-like, watercarpeting hatch that we

On river right, looking upstream. Remainder of right
channel just this side of trees
(Cont’d on P. 8)
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“Cast Away!” by John Gierlach in Parade Magazine, March 30,2014
When I was a boy in -

and cried bitterly when Dad

When I got -older I start-

Illinois, opening day of fish-

threw it back.

ed making extended

ing season was a big
event. The big event, actually: bigger even than
Christmas or your birthday
because the field of possibilities it opened would
stretch for seven months,
which at a certain age might
as well be forever.
Like most kids, my dilemma
wasn’t whether to go fishing
but how to get someone to
take me. Dad only had the
weekends, and he sometimes wasted them putting
in window screens, mowing
the lawn, or watching football. He did take me now
and then, and I think I remember the first fish I ever
caught. Either that or I’ve
put mental pictures to the
family story in which I
hauled in a -tiny bluegill, insisted on having it mounted,

From that day on I was a
fisherman. I observed the
annual pre–opening day ritual of assembling tackle,
sharpening hooks, oiling
reels. Eventually I came to
recognize this as less a
practical matter and more
an act of faith.
Out of desperation, my
friends and I would sometimes dig worms and fish a
perpetually muddy creek.
We never caught anything
but small bullheads, arguably the ugliest fish on the
planet. Meanwhile, the dogeared fishing magazines at
the barber shop showed
photos of men in flannel
shirts holding shining trout
that might as well have
come from another dimension.

visits to my aunt and
uncle’s farm. There I
learned that Dad actually wasn’t much of a fisherman (he was a hunter
who fished because
there was nothing to
shoot at in the summer),
but my uncle was a fisherman, and a good one.
He taught me most of
what I know, and it was
through his eyes that I
began to see the arbitrariness of opening
day. One year it would
come weeks before anyone in their right mind
would bother to fish; the
next year it came weeks
after the fish had surely
started biting. We
worked around it. My
uncle fished mostly on
private bass ponds and
reservoirs (sometimes
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“Cast Away!” by John Gierlach in Parade Magazine, March 30,2014
with permission), and

the Rocky Mountains, set-

I’ve now lived in Colorado

though he always knew

tling, or at least ending up,

for 45 years. Why here

when opening day was, he

in Colorado. It was there

and not another fly-fishing

considered it an approxi-

that I made two of those

mecca like Idaho or Wyoming? Hard to say, but I
think it all started when I
bought my first Colo-rado
fishing license in 1969. I
asked the guy behind the
counter at the hardware
store when opening day
was and he said, “There’s
no opening day because
there’s no closed season.
You can go fishing any
day you can stand to be

For fly-fishing writer John Gierach and his fellow anglers, the start of another hopeful fishing seaon is the
first true sign of spring.
mate date.
Eventually my family
moved—first to Minnesota,
where the fishing was better, then to Ohio, where it
was worse. I went to college in the mid-1960s,
which is a long -story, and
after graduation I headed to

rash decisions you can
make when you’re young
and at loose ends: I decided to learn how to fly-fish
for trout and to make my

out there.”
I put the license in my wallet, walked out into a
chilly early spring afternoon, and said to myself,
“Son, you’ve come to the
right place.”

living as a writer. Both

John Gierach’s new

turned out to be easier

book, All Fishermen Are

said than done, but some-

Liars, comes out April 15.

how worked out.
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TROUT STUDY REPORT
& River Investigation—
Arlen Thomason (Cont’d
fm P. 5)

Luckily, the old middle
channel is now scoured
out very wide, and the
obstacles at the bottom
(narrow squeeze around
a big tree stump) are
gone. So is the shallow
cut-over to the right
channel. You can just
sail right on through the

MUNSEL LAKE OUTING
It was a rare sunny day in Spring for our first outing of the year at
Munsel Lake. Ten people took part in breakfast at the Three Rivers
Casino coffee shop, and fourteen of the McKenzie Flyfisher's finest
found the hot dogs, chili and brownies to their liking at the boat
launch. Most people even caught a few fish. Everyone enjoyed the
sunshine and friends.
Jeff DeVore, Fishmaster
(Photos by Ted Taylor)

"middle" channel unhindered.
Bottom of the "middle"
channel. Canal outlet
in the distance.
So there you have it.
Bugs were popping, fishing was good, newly created spots to explore,
boating was easy.Go get
'em folks. And please
don't forget to report
back.

Arlen Thomason, Conservation Committee
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McKenzie Flyfishers
Officers of the Club
President::
President elect:
Secretary:
Treasurer:

Bruce Anderson
Jim Williams
Dave Thomas
Bob Rasmussen

345-2860
741-5991
505-7213
687-9562

Committees
Auction:

Mark Rauch
+Ulloa, Grass,
Dougher & Whang
Conservation
Arlen Thomason
Education:
Gail Campbell
+Brinkley & Rasmussen
FFF Rep:
Greg Pitts
Holiday Party:
Sparky Rice
House & Raffle:
Walt Petty
Library:
Ted Taylor
Membership:
Gary McKenney
+Mason & Pavel
Newsletter/Handbook: Bob Howell
Outings:
Robert Dusine
+Brumitt
Programs:
Stevie Brehm
+Laing, Starr
Projects:/Picnic
Open
Web Site:
Liz Yocom
+Thomas & Thomason
50th Anniversary
Ted Ledgard
+Compton,
Dougher, Pitts, Starr
&Williams
Nelson Memorial
Bill Laing
+Brinkley & Arenson
Lawsuit Oversight
Dave Thomas
+Rasmussen &
Thomason

At-Large Voting Members
Clint Brumitt
Carolyn Mason
Mark Rauch
John O’Connor

683-3101
689-6686
345-0732
343-5399

345-0732

726-8725
683-8725
689-4812
687-1260
683-1639
953-7226
484-4539

MFF Club Statement
of Purpose

521-6765

The McKenzie Fly Fishers comprise a group of people who
share an interest in fly fishing.
The Club was conceived and organized in April of 1964 to:

689-6686

1. Enjoy social contact with others interested in fly fishing.

505-7623
603-0811

653-9906

688-5439
505-7213

2. Encourage fly fishing as a
method of angling, and
3. Protect and increase the fishery resources
Membership is open to any person over 21 years of age who is
interested in fly fishing. General
club membership meetings,
board meetings, and fishing outings are open to the public.
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McKenzie Fly Fishers
c/o 3070 Powell St.
c/o
3070 Oregon
Powell St.
Eugene,
97405
Eugene, Oregon 97405

Club President: Ted Ledgard
Club
President:
Bruce Anderson
Phone:
541-222-9021

An Invitation to Join

McKenzie Flyfisher’s meetings are held at
Lewis and Clark Catering on MLK Blvd in Eugene
on the third Monday of each month. Meetings are
open to the public and doors open at 5pm. Most
folks try to arrive around 6 in order to tell fish stories and sip a beverage from the cash bar. A delicious buffet dinner, for a nominal $14, is normally
served about 6:30, and is followed by the introduction of guests, and a short update on club business. There is a break after dinner, then a
presentation by our featured guest speaker, usually a guide or fishing expert familiar with the Northwest fishing scene, followed by a raffle of fishing
items.
Joining our club gives you access to the
expertise and insight of its membership. Many of
our members have years of experience and
knowledge about fly casting, fly tying, and fly fishing in general. After they get to know and trust
you, some may even share the location of their
“secret fishing hole”. There are occasional classes in tying, rod-building, and casting and we
even have some well known biologists in the
group to help us all become attuned to the science
of insects and their life and hatching stages or cycles.
Outings include overnight camping as well
as fly fishing. A family atmosphere contributes to
the enjoyment of the out doors. Evenings are
spent in designated campsite around a bustling
fire augmented by gas lanterns when needed.
Enjoy the diversity of our state’s geography, flora
and fauna. It’s hard to place a value on such experiences, but it surely exceeds the annual membership fee of $45.
Please call our Membership Chair, Gary
McKenney at 541-484-4539 with any questions
about our club or if you are interested in joining
us.
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